
      he following transmission is a message from an ancient Morton Bay Fig Tree which I received directly from

the tree at Coffs Harbor, Australia, September 10, l982.

This marvelous tree is said to be more than 1000 years old, and is the tree-spirit who gifted Michael J.

Roads with wisdom for his first book, “Talking with Nature.”

I was staying with Michael and Treenie Roads at their home in Coffs Harbor when Michael suggested

I take my journal in hand and visit with the tree.

As I approached, the following words came into my mind and I immediately began writing as I walked.

I had many such transmissions in my following six-week walk-about in Australia so I didn’t actually read the

message until I returned home to Carmel, California and was sharing my journal with my friend, Tom Mitchell.

When Tom read the message he insisted I publish it, and actually took my journal and had the poem printed.

For years I shared these words  in my horse demonstrations and followed the message with a few

moments of silence to honor Nature and this connection to Divine Spirit — to God.

Inspired by the poem that Oprah read on the 5th lesson in the series of On-line Lessons with Oprah and

Eckhart Tolle, based on his book, “A New Earth: Awakening to Your Life’s Purpose,” I realized I needed to once

again share this ancient wisdom.

The words “Heaven On Earth” have come to me in many such transmissions from rocks and trees and

Atlantian poems over the past two-plus decades. I interpret the meaning simply. When we re-member our

Oneness with Divine Spirit — with All That Is — with Presence — as Eckhart Tolle so gracefully describes

this Knowing — we experience this feeling of Heaven on Earth, Now.

— Linda Tellington-Jones, Santa Fe, New Mexico , April 8, 2008
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         ome and sit by me.
Sit on me.  Anywhere in the sun.

Once upon a time I was one of many like me.
We had lived long upon this earth and had acquired much wisdom.

Our understanding and love sent out positive vibrations
which had far reaching effects.

Then came man with his lack of understanding.

“When was this,” I asked.

It is not important, as the time of which I speak
is not measurable in your mind.

The positive ions which were created
by disruptive thoughts and actions

caused disturbances to what you think of
as the atmosphere, but is the delicate “Balance of Nature”

(patterns of molecules or molecular structure
of which you were recently told).

The imbalance or negativity became so great
that the entire planet was affected.

As was your universe.
That is what caused the actual axis imbalance of your planet.

That is when the shift in axis occurred.

In order to re-balance or re-align the earth
 your people must once again recognize

the Kingdoms of the Plants
the Animals
the Minerals

and the Nature Spirits

as One with you
and as vital to the survival of the Planet.

That your race recognize the God within
is only the start.

That we are recognized as one with you
        in the balance of existence

is the key
not only to survival

but to
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— wisdom from an ancient Morton Bay Fig Tree

Coffs Harbor, Australia

gifted to Linda Tellington-Jones

linda@ttouch.com
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